The neurofilament architecture of the rat suprachiasmatic nucleus.
The neurofilament architecture within the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the rat was analyzed immunocytochemically using neurofilament monoclonal antibodies. The topographic distribution of neurofilament containing structures was restricted mainly to the ventral and caudal part of the suprachiasmatic nucleus, coinciding with the entrance area of the retino-suprachiasmatic fibres of this nucleus. Within the nucleus itself an axonal organization was present. The axons were grouped, forming clusters. These clusters existed of a core of myelinated axons surrounded by unmyelinated axons. The myelinated/unmyelinated axon ratio could reach 1:25. Within the nucleus the myelinated axons extended upwards to the middle part of the suprachiasmatic nucleus, where the fibers of the axon clusters fanned out.